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The alternative to Alternative, Dan Barbeau is unpredictably fun, always thoughtful and just a little bit sad

when you're in the mood. The music is large, the singer can belt and the lyrics while fresh, are

straightforward and will get 'cha where you live 9 MP3 Songs POP: Today's Top 40, ROCK: Americana

Details: "Dan Barbeau is a freakin' Nut! I wouldn't trust that a--hole to walk my dog" Frankly that's the best

quote we had. There was an alternate quote where a guy leaving one of Dan's shows had wondered

aloud whether the pronounced bulge in the artist's trousers was in fact a vegetable or a pig-skin wrapped

meat by-product. Recent political winds prevented us from using it in its uncensored form but I can say

the guy killed himself soon after learning the terrible truth. This was I am told, a terrible loss to the

Carnival world. Following his whirlwind run as Master of Ceremonies for the International Midget

Chucking, Funnel Cake/Corn Dog Whoofing, "Ladies of the Night Get in Free" Jamboree in Pronehoe,

Alabama, Dan immediately returned to the studio and after a sound beating by certain concerned parties,

paid off all his outstanding debts. Once the books were cleared, he immediately set about booking more

time he couldn't pay for and recorded this, his third CD. A brilliant blend of pop, rock and folk, Sunday to

Sunday is in the words of one regular bar patron, "The Sh--!" Living fat and happy somewhere between

Van Morrison, Chris Isaak and Slim Whitman, Sunday to Sunday is a complete departure from the

slimmed down, It's A Lie, Dan's last CD. It's A Lie's record sales of seven copies; (That's worldwide Sales,

Mr. Lenny Kravitz! Count 'em, SEVEN!) compelled Dan to capitalize on his amazing success. With the aid

of certain herbal colon cleansers and a steady diet of sunflower seeds, pork rinds, Slim Jims (Danny

loves the Jims!) and Diet Dr. Pepper, Dan set this gem down on the CD you are hopefully by now

considering plunking down your hard earned cabbage for. Do it, baby! SUNDAY TO SUNDAY, THE NEW

CD FROM DAN BARBEAU "Classic Dan at his most classic" "Penetrating. Haunting. Unforgettable."
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"...rich instrumentation, lyrics with a bitter-sweet twist, make this collection a keeper" "Heads, shoulders,

and privates above the rest!" -- FREEDOM DELUXE DESIGN freedomdeluxe.com 415.508.0598
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